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We present a new technique for automatically detecting logical errors in functional programming assignments.
Compared to syntax or type errors, detecting logical errors remains largely a manual process that requires
hand-made test cases. However, designing proper test cases is nontrivial and involves a lot of human effort.
Furthermore, manual test cases are unlikely to catch diverse errors because instructors cannot predict all
corner cases of diverse student submissions. We aim to reduce this burden by automatically generating test
cases for functional programs. Given a reference program and a student’s submission, our technique generates
a counter-example that captures the semantic difference of the two programs without any manual effort. The
key novelty behind our approach is the counter-example generation algorithm that combines enumerative
search and symbolic verification techniques in a synergistic way. The experimental results show that our
technique is able to detect 88 more errors not found by mature test cases that have been improved over the
past few years, and performs better than the existing property-based testing techniques. We also demonstrate
the usefulness of our technique in the context of automated program repair, where it effectively helps to
eliminate test-suite-overfitted patches.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Motivation. In a functional programming course taught by the authors over the past few years,
we have repeatedly experienced that detecting logical errors in student submissions is challenging.
In a real classroom setting, hundreds of students submit programming assignments on which
instructors are required to provide feedback. Logical errors (i.e., errors producing unintended
behaviors) are the most difficult type of errors to provide useful feedback compared to syntax or
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type errors. Although a lot of supportive tools are available for syntax or type errors, detecting
logical errors remains largely a manual process that requires hand-made test cases.
However, using manual test cases to detect logical errors is hardly effective. Manually generating
test cases is a challenging and burdensome task. To be a solid test suite, it must be carefully designed
to cover various behaviors of a program, which is practically infeasible for numerous submissions.
In other words, the insufficient test suite may miss some erroneous programs when their abnormal
behaviors are not covered by the test suite, failing to provide helpful feedback. In our programming
course, for instance, we found that a significant number of incorrect submissions received full
credit due to the difficulty of designing high-quality test cases (Section 6.1).
Existing techniques for automatic test case generation are also have their problems. The most
popular approach for automatically generating test cases for functional programs is propertybased testing (e.g., QuickCheck [Claessen and Hughes 2000]). However, property-based testing
has two major drawbacks. First, it is essentially random testing and therefore not guaranteed to
detect program-specific, corner-case errors. Furthermore, property-based testing requires users to
manually provide proper ingredients (e.g., generators and shrinkers [Claessen and Hughes 2000]),
which makes the testing process burdensome. To capture the program-specific behaviors, symbolic
execution [Cadar et al. 2011; Khurshid et al. 2003; King 1976] can be used, but pure symbolic
techniques are not easily applicable in our case because of functional features such as higher-order
functions.
Goal and Approach. In this paper, we present a new technique for effectively detecting logical
errors in functional programming assignments. Given a reference program and a student program,
our technique aims to find a test case that demonstrates the behavioral difference of them. In
particular, our technique does so in a fully automatic way and is capable of handling diverse
functional programming features such as higher-order functions and algebraic data types.
The key idea of the algorithm is to combine enumerative search and symbolic verification
techniques in a synergistic way. In order to generate a test case that shows the behavioral difference
of two programs, our algorithm basically performs type-directed enumerative search over the space
of test cases. That is, we enumerate inputs in increasing size and check whether each candidate
counter-example is able to trigger the behavioral difference or not. This enumerative search is
well-known for its effectiveness at synthesizing small code fragments [Feser et al. 2015; Lee et al.
2018a; So and Oh 2017], and therefore we use it to generate test cases that involve function bodies or
user-defined data. However, the enumeration-only approach is inappropriate for inferring primitive
values such as integers and strings because there are infinitely many values to consider at a single
step of enumeration. We overcome this shortcoming by leveraging a symbolic verification technique.
That is, we do not directly generate integer and string constants during the enumerative search
but represent them as symbols, which produces “symbolic test cases” instead of concrete ones.
Checking whether a symbolic test case can trigger the behavioral difference of the two programs
is done by first performing symbolic execution on the programs and then solving the resulting
verification condition with the SMT solver. We do not use this symbolic technique for non-primitive
values such as functions and user-defined data because supporting them in symbolic analysis is
heavy, but the enumerative technique can handle them in a relatively simple and effective way. This
way, enumerative search and symbolic techniques work together, overcoming the key shortcomings
of each other.
Empirical Results. The experimental results show that our approach effectively detects logical
errors in real submissions written in OCaml. We evaluated it on 4,060 student submissions collected
from our undergraduate functional programming course. Our automated approach successfully
found 631 erroneous submissions while manually-designed test cases only detected 538 of them.
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This is remarkable because those test cases have been carefully designed, refined, and used in
the course over the last three years. Moreover, we found that the test cases generated by our
technique are more concise and easier to understand the cause of logical errors than the manual
test cases. Our experiments demonstrate that our approach is more effective and efficient than an
existing property-based test case generator QCheck, an OCaml version of QuickCheck [Claessen
and Hughes 2000], without any human effort. Furthermore, we show that our approach is useful in
the context of automated program repair. When we used our counter-example generation algorithm
in combination with an existing repair system for functional programs [Lee et al. 2018b], the
number of test-suite-overfitted patches reduced significantly.
Contributions. In this paper, we make the following contributions:
• We propose a technique for detecting logical errors in functional programming assignments,
which combines enumerative search and symbolic execution in a novel way. Our approach
is fully automatic and is able to handle functional features such as higher-order functions
effectively.
• We conduct extensive evaluations with real students’ submissions. The evaluation results
demonstrate that our approach is effective both in error detection of real-world submissions
and alleviating test-suite-overfitted patches in automated program repair.
• We provide our counter-example algorithm as a tool, called TestML. Our tool and benchmarks
used in the experiments are publicly available.1
2 MOTIVATING EXAMPLES
In this section, we motivate our technique with examples. We consider three programming exercises
used in our undergraduate course on functional programming.
Example 1. Let us consider a programming exercise, where students are asked to write a function,
called diff, which symbolically differentiates arithmetic expressions. The arithmetic expressions
are defined as an OCaml datatype as follows:
type aexp =
Const of int | Var of string | Power of (string * int) | Sum of aexp list | Times of aexp list

An expression (aexp) is either constant integer (Const), variable (Var), exponentiation (Power),
addition (Sum), or multiplication (Times). For instance, the expression x 2 + 2y + 1 is represented as
Sum [Power ("x", 2); Times [Const 2; Var "y"]; Const 1]. The function diff, whose type
is aexp * string -> aexp, takes a pair of an expression and a variable name, and differentiates
the expression with respect to the given variable. For example, diff (Sum [Power ("x", 2);
Times [Const 2; Var "y"]; Const 1], "x") should produce Times [Const 2; Var "x"].
Fig 1a shows a reference implementation of diff provided by the instructor.
Fig 1b shows a student’s implementation that has a subtle bug. The function diff is defined at line
28 in terms of two helper functions: do_diff and minimize. The do_diff function is responsible
for actual differentiation, and minimize simplifies the resulting expression. For example, evaluating
diff (Times [Const 0; Var "x"], "x") first calls do_diff (Times [Const 0; Var "x"],
"x") to perform differentiation, resulting in a rather verbose expression, Sum [Times [Const 0;
Var "x"]; Times [Const 0; Const 1]]. Then, diff uses minimize to simplify the resulting
expression and produce Const 0 as a final output. The program works correctly for most cases,
but it rarely causes unexpected results. For example, diff (Times [Const 1; Var "x"], "x")
produces Const 0 when the desired output is Const 1. The problem is in minimize; it incorrectly
simplifies the expressions of the form Times [Const 1; ...; Const 1] to Const 0. Note that the
1 https://github.com/kupl/TestML
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1 let rec diff (e, x) =
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

match e with
| Const n -> Const 0
| Var y -> if (x <> y) then Const 0 else Const 1
| Power (y, n) -> if (x <> y) then Const 0 else Times [Const n; Power (y, n-1)]
| Sum (hd::tl) -> Sum (List.map (fun e -> diff (e, x)) (hd::tl))
| Times [hd] -> diff (hd, x)
| Times (hd::tl) -> Sum [Times ((diff (hd, x))::tl); Times [hd; diff (Times tl, x)]]
| _ -> raise (Failure "Invalid")

(a) A reference implementation
1 let rec do_diff (ae, x) =
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

match ae with
| Const i -> Const 0
| Var v -> if (v = x) then Const 1 else Const 0
| Power (v, i) -> if (v = x) Times [Const i; Power (v, i-1)] else Const 0
| Sum (hd::tl) ->
if (tl = []) then do_diff (hd, x) else Sum [do_diff (hd, x); do_diff (Sum tl, x)]
| Times (hd::tl) ->
if (tl = []) then do_diff (hd, x)
else Sum [Times ((do_diff (hd, x))::tl); Times [hd; (do_diff (Times tl, x))]]

11
12 let rec minimize ae =
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

let rec minimize_helper ae =
match ae with
| Sum lst ->
if (lst = []) then Const 0
else if (List.length lst = 1) then List.hd lst
else Sum (List.map minimize_helper (List.filter (fun ae -> ae <> Const 0) lst))
| Times lst ->
if (lst = []) then Const 0
else if (List.mem (Const 0)) lst then Const 0
else if (List.length lst = 1) then List.hd lst
else Times (List.map minimize_helper (List.filter (fun ae -> ae <> Const 1) lst))
| _ -> ae in
let ae' = minimize_helper ae in
if (ae = ae') then ae else minimize ae'

27
28 let diff (ae, str) = minimize (do_diff (ae, str))

(b) A buggy implementation
Fig. 1. Example 1: diff

bug is caused only when do_diff yields a sequence of 1s in its output. Otherwise, diff behaves
correctly, e.g., diff (Times [Const 2; Var "x"], "x"). Manually detecting such a corner-case
bug is challenging. In fact, the student code in Fig 1b passed all the test cases provided by the
instructor and received the full credit.
Our technique can find this bug in 0.2 seconds. It takes the buggy and reference implementations
in Fig 1 as inputs and generates a test case (Times [Const 1; Var "x"], "x") on which the two
Proc. ACM Program. Lang., Vol. 3, No. OOPSLA, Article 188. Publication date: October 2019.
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1 let rec iter : int * (int -> int) -> int -> int
2 = fun (n, f) x ->
3
4
5

if (n < 0) then raise (Failure "Invalid Input")
else if (n = 0) then x
else f (iter (n-1, f) x)

(a) A reference implementation
1 let rec iter : int * (int -> int) -> int -> int
2 = fun (n, f) x ->
3
4

let y = f x in
if (n <= 0) then x else iter (n-1, f) y

(b) A buggy implementation
Fig. 2. Example 2: iter

programs produce different results. Note that our technique is able to infer the specific integer and
string constants, i.e., 1 and “x”, automatically without requiring any manual effort of the instructor.
Example 2. The second exercise is to write a higher-order function called iter. The function,
iter: int * (int -> int) -> int -> int, takes two arguments. The first is a pair of an integer
n and an integer-valued function f. The second is an integer x. Then, iter(n,f) x evaluates to
the following:
iter(n, f) x = (f ◦ · · · ◦ f)(x)
| {z }
n

For instance, (iter (5, fun x -> 1 + x) 2) evaluates to 7. When n is 0, iter(n,f) is defined
to be an identity function. Fig 2a shows a reference implementation of iter.
Fig 2b shows a program written by a student, which has a tricky bug that is hard to anticipate
when manually designing test cases. Note that the student implementation is very similar to the
reference implementation. If n is no greater than 0, the result is the identity function (line 4).
Otherwise, at line 5, it evaluates iter (n-1, f) y, where y is the result of the single application of
f to x. The overall logic is correct and therefore the program works well in most cases. For example,
it correctly evaluates (iter (5, fun x -> 1 + x) 2) to 7. However, the program runs into
trouble if n is 0 and f is undefined on x because it attempts to evaluate the function application (f
x) even when n is 0 at line 3. For example, evaluating (iter (0, fun x -> 1 mod x) 0) causes a
division-by-zero error while the reference implementation produces 0 without any runtime errors.
We found that this submission also received the full credit as our manually crafted test cases could
not check this corner case.
On the other hand, our technique quickly detects the bug in 0.2 seconds. Given the two (correct
and incorrect) programs, our technique generates (0, fun x -> 1 mod x) for the first argument,
i.e., (n, f), and 0 for the second argument, i.e., x. Note that our technique is able to generate test
cases for high-order functions; that is, it can synthesize the function (fun x -> 1 mod x) as the
input of iter.
Example 3. In this example, we demonstrate another promising application of our technique;
it can resolve a common problem in automatic program repair, called test-suite-overfitted patches
[Smith et al. 2015]. In recent years, several techniques have been proposed for automatic program
repair systems that use test cases for checking the correctness of the repaired programs. However,
these systems often produce test-suite-overfitted patches which retain some bugs but satisfy the
Proc. ACM Program. Lang., Vol. 3, No. OOPSLA, Article 188. Publication date: October 2019.
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1 let rec exp_eval e =
2
3
4
5

match e with
| Num n -> n
| Plus (e1, e2) -> (exp_eval e1) + (exp_eval e2)
| Minus (e1, e2) -> (exp_eval e1) - (exp_eval e2)

6
7 let rec eval f =
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

match f with
| True -> true
| False -> false
| Not f -> not (eval f)
| AndAlso (f1, f2) -> (eval f1) && (eval f2)
| OrElse (f1, f2) -> (eval f1) || (eval f2)
| Imply (f1, f2) -> not (eval f1) || (eval f2)
| Less (e1, e2) -> (exp_eval e1) < (exp_eval e2)

(a) A reference implementation
1 let rec eval_expr e =
2
3
4
5

match e with
| Num x -> x
| Plus (x, y) -> (eval_expr x) + (eval_expr y)
| Minus (x, y) -> (eval_expr x) + (eval_expr y)

6
7 let rec eval f =
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

match f with
| True -> true
| False -> false
| Not x -> not (eval x)
| AndAlso (x, y) -> (eval x) && (eval y)
| OrElse (x, y) -> (eval x) || (eval y)
| Imply (x, y) -> not (eval x) || (eval y)
| Less (x, y) -> (eval_expr x) < (eval_expr y)

(b) A buggy implementation
Fig. 3. Example 3: eval

given test cases. We show that our technique can enhance the performance of an existing program
repair system, FixML [Lee et al. 2018b], for functional programming assignments.
Consider the exercise of writing a function, eval:formula -> bool, which evaluates both
propositional formula (formula) and arithmetic expression (exp) defined as following OCaml
datatype:
type formula =
True | False | Not of formula | AndAlso of formula * formula
| OrElse of formula * formula | Imply of formula * formula | Less of exp * exp
and exp = Num of int | Plus of exp * exp | Minus of exp * exp

The program in Fig 3b is a buggy version of function eval. Much of this program is written correctly,
but it has an error at line 5; the function eval_expr computes an addition instead of a subtraction
when it takes an expression with a pattern Minus (x, y). To correctly fix this error, it must be
written as (eval_expr x) - (eval_expr y).
Proc. ACM Program. Lang., Vol. 3, No. OOPSLA, Article 188. Publication date: October 2019.
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Fail to Verify
ML
Incorrect

Fig. 4. Overview of the approach

FixML requires users to provide test cases that are able to demonstrate the error and a reference
program. We provide a reference program in Fig 3a and 10 nontrivial test cases that we actually
have used for grading submissions. Then, FixML generates a patch which replaces the line 4 by
(eval_expr y) + (eval_expr y). However, this patch is obviously incorrect and overfitted to
the given test cases. Consider the input-output example contained in our test cases:
Less (Plus (Minus (Num 4, Num 5), Minus (Num 1, Num (-1))), Plus (Minus (Num 3, Num (-5)), Plus
(Num 4, Num 5))) -> true

where both the expressions Plus and Minus are calculated abnormally. The generated patch passes
this test case by chance; for example, the incorrect patch evaluates true (0 < 20) with the test case
while the result of the solution is also true (1 < 17).
With an aid of our technique, we construct a system so called a counter-example guided program
repair system, which will be discussed in Section 6.4. With our technique, FixML no longer requires
manual test cases and also resolves the test-suite-overfitted problem by generating the following
four test cases automatically during the patch generation process:
Less (Num 0, Minus (Num 0, Num (-1))) -> true
False -> false
Less (Num 0, Num 0) -> false
Less (Num 0, Minus (Num (-1), Num (-2))) -> true

With these four test cases, FixML successfully created a correct patch; it replaced line 5 in Fig 3b
by (eval_expr x) - (eval_expr y).
3 INFORMAL OVERVIEW OF OUR TECHNIQUE
In this section, we informally describe our approach with a simple example in Fig 5, which aims to
find the maximum element of a given integer list. While the code on the left is correct, the right is
buggy because it assumes that the elements of given list are always bigger than -999. For example,
when the input list only contains elements less than -999 (e.g., [−1000; −1001; . . . ]), the program
incorrectly returns −999 as an output.
Fig 4 overviews our approach. It consists of two key components: symbolic test case generation
(Generator) and verification (Verifier). Given a reference implementation and a buggy implementation, our algorithm finds a counter-example on which the two programs produce different outputs.
Our algorithm does so by iterating the two phases in an interactive loop.
Symbolic Test Case Generation. To detect a counter-example of two programs, we basically
perform the enumerative search which attempts all possible test cases from the smallest one until
we find one that causes different outputs of the programs. For example, we initially generate an
empty list [] for the first trial, but it is not a counter example because the function max in a solution
Proc. ACM Program. Lang., Vol. 3, No. OOPSLA, Article 188. Publication date: October 2019.
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1 let rec max l =

match l with
| [] -> raise (Failure "Invalid Input")
| [e] -> e
| h::t -> if h > (max t) then h else max t

2
3
4
5

1 let rec max l =
2
3
4

match l with
| [] -> -999
| h::t -> if h > (max t) then h else max t

(b) A buggy implementation

(a) A reference implementation

Fig. 5. Example programs to demonstrate our approach

program is designed not to take an empty list as an input. Next, we generate an integer list with
one element by producing [], which denotes a list with one hole, and by completing  with other
integer components. It is important to decide which integer value to use since the behavior of a
program is easily influenced by a specific value. For example, if we only use the positive integers,
the error in Fig 5b is never detected; thus, it is reasonable to consider all signed integers which
can cover negative values. However, enumerating all integers is problematic because it has a huge
search space that can generate 232 lists.
To resolve this problem, we introduce symbols to abstract the elements in infinite domains. That
is, we now produce a “symbolic test case” instead of a concrete one. Generating symbolic test case
has two benefits. First, it reduces the huge search space caused by enumerating infinite primitive
values. For instance, we can express all integer lists with one element as a list with one integer
symbol [α int ]. Furthermore, it helps to automatically determine which constant components to use
without user’s assumption, which will be discussed in the next section.
Symbolic Verification. The next step is symbolic verification. To check whether a symbolic test
case can be a counter-example or not, we leverage symbolic execution [Cadar et al. 2011; Khurshid
et al. 2003; King 1976]. Consider a list with an integer symbol [α int ] generated in the previous step.
To summarize all behaviors when each program takes [α int ] as an input, our symbolic executor
computes the set of possible outputs and their corresponding path conditions. For example, we
can obtain a set {(true, α int )} from the reference implementation program because it returns the
element of a given list when its length is 1. Similarly, we can abstract the possible execution results
of the buggy implementation as {(α int > −999, α int ), (α int ≤ −999, −999)} representing two possible
outputs depending on the value of the symbol.
Finally, our algorithm examines the symbolic execution results to decide whether the generated
test case is an actual counter-example. We briefly explain how we make a decision on the correctness
of a program with respect to a given solution program. Intuitively, we can claim that the submission
is correct when it includes all behaviors of the solution program. Suppose the following programs
are the two versions of implementations for the function max:

(a)

let rec max l =
match l with
| [] -> 0
| [e] -> e
| h::t -> if h > (max t) then h else max t

(b)

let rec max l =
match l with
| [a; b] -> if a > b then a else b
| h::t -> if h > (max t) then h else max t

The program (a) is implemented to work even when the input is an empty list which is not defined
in solution. However, since this program contains all behaviors of the solution program (i.e., it
correctly works when the length of input is 1 or more than 2), we can say that this program is
Proc. ACM Program. Lang., Vol. 3, No. OOPSLA, Article 188. Publication date: October 2019.
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correct. On the other hand, the program (b) is incorrect because it causes a pattern-matching failure
by an input list with one element (i.e., it does not cover the behavior of the correct one).
Using the symbolic execution results {(true, α int )} and {(α int > −999, α int ), (α int ≤ −999, −999)},
the algorithm constructs the following verification condition that checks whether the submission
can cover all possible outputs of the solution:
true ⇒ ((α int > −999 ∧ α int = α int ) ∨ (α int ≤ −999 ∧ α int = −999))
It indicates that for any paths in solution (true), there exists a feasible path in the submission
(α int > −999 and α int ≤ −999) such that the outputs of each program are equivalent (α int = α int
and α int = −999). If the value of α int is less than -999, such as -1000, the formula evaluates to false.
Finally, we can generate a counter example [−1000] by substituting the symbol α int to -1000.
4 PROBLEM DEFINITION
In this section, we formulate the problem this paper aims to solve.
Program. Let us consider a small ML-like programming language. We assume that a program P
is a single recursive function definition, which is represented by a triple as follows:
P = (f , x, E)
where f is the name of the recursive function, x is the formal parameter, and E is the expression
denoting the function body. For simplicity, we assume that a program takes a single argument, and
the body expression is defined by the following grammar:
E

::= n | s | x | E 1 ⊕ E 2 | E 1 ˆE 2 | E 1 E 2 | c(E 1 , E 2 ) | λx .E
|

let x = E 1 in E 2 | let rec f (x) = E 1 in E 2 | match E 0 with pi → Ei

k

An expression (E) is either integer constant (n), string constant (s), variable (x), arithmetic operation
(E 1 ⊕ E 2 , where ⊕ ∈ {+, −, ∗, /, mod}), string concatenation (E 1 ˆE 2 ), function application (E 1 E 2 ),
user-defined type constructor (c(E 1 , E 2 ), where c is the constructor and for simplicity we assume
constructors carry two values), function definition (λx .E), let expression (let x = E 1 in E 2 ), recursive
k

function definition (let rec f (x) = E 1 in E 2 ), or pattern matching (match E 0 with pi → Ei , where
k

pi → Ei represents p1 → E 1 | · · · | pk → Ek ). Patterns (p) include integer pattern (n), string
pattern (s), variable (x), constructor (c(p1 , p2 )), and wild card (_). In this language, types (τ ) consist
of integer type (int), string type (string), user-defined algebraic data types (T ), function types
(τ1 → τ2 ), and type variables for polymorphic type (t). We assume the existence of the table Λ that
maps constructors to their type information: for each constructor c, Λ maps it to (τ1 ∗ τ2 ) → T ,
where τ1 , τ2 are types of the values associated with the constructor and T is the data type of the
constructor. Let C be the set of constructors defined in the program.
We assume the standard call-by-value evaluator for expressions, denoted E⟦E⟧ : Env → Val,
which takes an environment and computes the value of the expression E. An environment ρ ∈
Env : Id → Val maps variables (Id) to values (Val). The values include integers (Z), strings (S),
user-defined constructors (Cnstr), functions (Closure), and recursive functions (RecClosure), and
there is a special value (⊥) meaning runtime exceptions such as pattern-matching failure, division
by zero, or exceeding a predefined time limit:
Val = Z + S + Cnstr + Closure + RecClosure + {⊥},
where Cnstr = Id × Val ∗ (constructor name and associated values), Closure = Id × E × Env (formal
parameter name, body, and function-creation environment), and RecClosure = Id × Id × E × Env
(function name, formal parameter name, body, and function-creation environment).
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Test Case. Next, we define the space of test cases which are input values of the program. We
assume that the test cases are defined by the following grammar, which is a subset of our language:
I ::= n | s | c(I 1 , I 2 ) | λx .I | x | I 1 ⊕ I 2 | I 1 ˆI 2

(1)

In our language, test cases can be integers (n), strings (s), constructors (c(I 1 , I 2 )), or functions (λx .I ).
To represent the body of a function, the grammar includes variables (x) and binary operations
(I 1 ⊕ I 2 , l 1 ˆl 2 ) as well. In general, a test case is an expression of the language. However, we do not
consider complex expressions such as let expression, recursive function definition, and pattern
matching because they are rarely used in test cases. Instead, we focus on a small yet expressive
subset of the language, which makes our test-case generation problem more tractable by reducing
the search space.
Counter-Example Generation Problem. Let us assume that the two programs P1 and P2 are
given with the same function name f , which are supposed to implement the same functionality:
P1 = (f , x, E 1 ),

P 2 = (f , x, E 2 ).

We call P1 a reference program, which is correct, and P 2 a test program with a potential bug. Our
goal is to find a test case (called counter-example) such that evaluating P 1 and P2 with the same
test case produces different results. More precisely, we say a test case i ∈ I is a counter-example
when it satisfies the predicate CounterExample(P 1 , P2 , i) that holds if the two conditions are met:
(1) the reference program does not cause a runtime exception:
E⟦E 1 ⟧(ρ 1 ) , ⊥,
(2) and the reference program and the test program disagree on the test case i:
E⟦E 1 ⟧(ρ 1 ) , E⟦E 2 ⟧(ρ 2 )
where ρ 1 and ρ 2 are initial environments for P1 and P2 , respectively, which are defined as follows:
ρ 1 = [x 7→ E⟦i⟧([]), f 7→ (f , x, E 1 , [])],

ρ 2 = [x 7→ E⟦i⟧([]), f 7→ (f , x, E 2 , [])].

Note that we can convert test cases (i) to input values (E⟦i⟧([])) using the evaluator (E⟦−⟧) for
expressions because test cases are defined as a subset of expressions.
5 ALGORITHM
In this section, we present our counter-example generation algorithm.
5.1 Overall Algorithm
Our algorithm basically searches through the space of symbolic test cases. We first define symbolic
test cases and the structure of the search algorithm.
Symbolic Test Case. Symbolic test cases are defined by the following grammar:
S ::= α int | α string | c(S 1 , S 2 ) | λx .S | x | S 1 ⊕ S 2 | S 1 ˆS 2 | l

(2)

Unlike concrete test cases defined in (1), symbolic test cases represent primitive values (integers and
strings) by symbols, where we distinguish integer-typed (α int ) and string-typed (α string ) symbols. l
is a hole (whose label is l), a placeholder that can be filled with an expression during enumerative
search. Note that holes do not appear in the final symbolic test cases; they only appear during the
search algorithm. Let Lab be the set of labels possibly associated with holes.
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Algorithm 1 Our Counter-Example Generation Algorithm
Input: A reference program P1 = (f , x, E 1 ) and a test program P2 = (f , x, E 2 )
Output: A counter-example i ∈ I
1: W ← {(l , [l 7→ τi ], [], [])}
2: repeat
3:
(s, ϒ, Γ, ∆) ← Choose(W )
4:
W ← W \ {(s, ϒ, Γ, ∆)}
5:
if s does not have holes then
6:
M ← Verifier(P1 , P 2 , s)
7:
if M , ∅ then
8:
i ← M(s)
9:
if CounterExample(P1 , P 2 , i) then
10:
return i
11:
else
12:
W ← W ∪ Generator(s, ϒ, Γ, ∆)
13: until timeout
State Space. Our search algorithm is defined over the space of symbolic test cases defined in (2).
Let State be the state space. A state is a quadruple (s, ϒ, Γ, ∆), where s ∈ S is a symbolic test case that
may include holes, and others (ϒ, Γ, ∆) are auxiliary information to enable efficient type-directed
search. ϒ : Lab → τ maps labels of holes to their types, Γ : Lab → (Id → τ ) associates a type
environment with each hole, and ∆ ∈ Subst : τ → τ is a substitution that maps each type variable
to its type. We write dom(f ) for the domain of function f . In particular, dom(Γ(l)) denotes the set
of variables that can be used when we synthesize expressions for the hole whose label is l.
Algorithm Structure. Algorithm 1 describes our counter-example generation algorithm. Given
a reference program P1 = (f , x, E 1 ) and a test program P2 = (f , x, E 2 ), it aims to find a concrete
test case i ∈ I that produces different results on P1 and P2 . We assume that the type of the counterexample is τi , which can be easily obtained by running a standard type inference algorithm on
the reference program. The algorithm maintains a workset W . At line 1, it initializes the workset
with the initial state (l , [l 7→ τi ], [], []): a symbolic test case is a single hole l with fresh label l, ϒ
maps the label to the type τi of the test case, and Γ and ∆ are initially empty. At each iteration of
the loop, the algorithm selects a state (s, ϒ, Γ, ∆) (line 3). The selection is done based on the size of
a symbolic test case:
Choose(W ) = argmin size(s),
(s,ϒ, Γ, ∆)∈W

where size(s) denotes the number of nodes in the syntax tree of s. Our algorithm prefers to find
the smallest possible test cases, which is important to generate concise and therefore helpful
test cases (see Section 6.1). When the current test case s includes holes (line 11), the algorithm
continues searching by updating the workset W with the next states obtained by Generator (line
12). Otherwise, if s is complete, Verifier checks whether s can be a counter-example or not (line 6).
When Verifier succeeds to find a counter-example, it computes a model (M) that maps symbols in s
to concrete values (line 6). When Verifier fails, the model is empty (∅). When a counter-example is
found, we obtain the concrete test case i by concretizing the symbolic test case s with the model
(line 8). At line 9, we check if i is a genuine counter-example (CounterExample(P1 , P 2 , i)) and if so
the algorithm terminates with i as an output. The algorithm repeats the procedure described above
until it expires the given time budget.
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∆ ′ = unify(ϒ(l), int, ∆) new α int
⟨α int , ∆ ′ (ϒ), ∆ ′ (Γ), ∆ ′ ⟩

⟨l , ϒ, Γ, ∆⟩

E-Num

∆ ′ = unify(ϒ(l), string, ∆) new α string
⟨α string , ∆ ′ (ϒ), ∆ ′ (Γ), ∆ ′ ⟩

⟨l , ϒ, Γ, ∆⟩
c ∈C

E-Str

∆ ′ = unify(ϒ(l),T , ∆) new l 1 , l 2

Λ(c) = (τ1 ∗ τ2 ) → T

2 ), ∆ ′ (Γ[l 7→ Γ(l)]2 ), ∆ ′ ⟩
⟨(c(l1 , l2 )), ∆ ′ (ϒ[li 7→ τi ]i=1
i
i=1

⟨l , ϒ, Γ, ∆⟩

∆ ′ = unify(ϒ(l), t1 → t2 , ∆) new t1 , t2 , l ′
′

⟨(λx .l ), ∆ ′ (ϒ[l ′ 7→ t2 ]), ∆ ′ (Γ[l ′ 7→ Γ(l)[x 7→ t1 ]]), ∆ ′ ⟩

⟨l , ϒ, Γ, ∆⟩

x ∈ dom(Γ(l))

∆ ′ = unify(ϒ(l), Γ(l)(x), ∆)

⟨l , ϒ, Γ, ∆⟩
dom(Γ(l)) , ∅
⟨l , ϒ, Γ, ∆⟩

⟨(l1

⊕

⟨l , ϒ, Γ, ∆⟩

E-Fun

E-Var

∆ ′ = unify(ϒ(l), int, ∆) new l 1 , l 2

l2 ), ∆ ′ (ϒ[l

dom(Γ(l)) , ∅

⟨x, ∆ ′ (ϒ), ∆ ′ (Γ), ∆ ′ ⟩

E-Cnstr

1

7→ int, l 2 7→ int]), ∆ ′ (Γ[l 1 7→ Γ(l), l 2 7→ Γ(l)]), ∆ ′ ⟩

∆ ′ = unify(ϒ(l), string, ∆) new l 1 , l 2

⟨(l1 ˆl2 ), ∆ ′ (ϒ[l 1 7→ string, l 2 7→ string]), ∆ ′ (Γ[l 1 7→ Γ(l), l 2 7→ Γ(l)]), ∆ ′ ⟩
⟨s 1 , ϒ, Γ, ∆⟩

⟨c(s 1 , s 2 ), ϒ, Γ, ∆⟩

⟨s 1 , ϒ, Γ, ∆⟩
⟨(s 1 ⊕ s 2 ), ϒ, Γ, ∆⟩
⟨s 1 , ϒ, Γ, ∆⟩
⟨(s 1 ˆs 2 ), ϒ, Γ, ∆⟩

⟨s 1′ , ϒ ′, Γ ′, ∆ ′ ⟩

⟨s 2 , ϒ, Γ, ∆⟩

⟨c(s 1′ , s 2 ), ϒ ′, Γ ′, ∆ ′ ⟩

⟨c(s 1 , s 2 ), ϒ, Γ, ∆⟩

⟨s, ϒ, Γ, ∆⟩
⟨(λx .s), ϒ, Γ, ∆⟩

⟨s ′, ϒ ′, Γ ′, ∆ ′ ⟩
⟨(λx .s ′ ), ϒ ′, Γ ′, ∆ ′ ⟩

⟨s 1′ , ϒ ′, Γ ′, ∆ ′ ⟩
⟨(s 1′

⊕ s2

), ϒ ′, Γ ′, ∆ ′ ⟩

⟨s 1′ , ϒ ′, Γ ′, ∆ ′ ⟩
⟨(s 1′ ˆs 2 ), ϒ ′, Γ ′, ∆ ′ ⟩

⟨s 2 , ϒ, Γ, ∆⟩
⟨(s 1 ⊕ s 2 ), ϒ, Γ, ∆⟩
⟨s 2 , ϒ, Γ, ∆⟩
⟨(s 1 ˆs 2 ), ϒ, Γ, ∆⟩

E-Binop

E-Concat

⟨s 2′ , ϒ ′, Γ ′, ∆ ′ ⟩
⟨c(s 1 , s 2′ ), ϒ ′, Γ ′, ∆ ′ ⟩

⟨s 2′ , ϒ ′, Γ ′, ∆ ′ ⟩
⟨(s 1 ⊕ s 2′ ), ϒ ′, Γ ′, ∆ ′ ⟩
⟨s 2′ , ϒ ′, Γ ′, ∆ ′ ⟩
⟨(s 1 ˆs 2′ ), ϒ ′, Γ ′, ∆ ′ ⟩

Fig. 6. Transition relation for symbolic test case generation

The key components of the algorithm are Generator and Verifier, which will be described in
Sections 5.2 and 5.3, respectively.
5.2 Generator
Generator takes a state (s, ϒ, Γ, ∆) and produces a set of next states that immediately follow the
given state. To improve the efficiency, we adopt the type-directed search [Feser et al. 2015; Frankle
et al. 2016; Osera and Zdancewic 2015; Polikarpova et al. 2016], which avoids to explore ill-typed
test cases. We define Generator(s, ϒ, Γ, ∆) as follows:
Generator(s, ϒ, Γ, ∆) = {(s ′, ϒ ′, Γ ′, ∆ ′) | (s, ϒ, Γ, ∆)

(s ′, ϒ ′, Γ ′, ∆ ′)},

where ( ) ⊆ State × State is the type-directed transition relation between states.
Figure 6 defines the transition relation ( ) as a set of inference rules. In the definition, we
assume the standard unifier unify : τ × τ × Subst → Subst and write ∆(ϒ) and ∆(Γ) for the results
of applying the substitution ∆ to the type variables in type environments of ϒ and Γ.
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The rules are either base cases (named) or inductive cases (unnamed), where the base cases
actually describe how holes get replaced in a single-step transition. The rules E-Num and E-Str
describe the cases when holes get replaced by symbols. For example, consider the E-Num rule:
∆ ′ = unify(ϒ(l), int, ∆)
⟨l , ϒ, Γ, ∆⟩

new α int

⟨α int , ∆ ′(ϒ), ∆ ′(Γ), ∆ ′⟩

E-Num

which indicates that we can replace a hole (l ) by the integer-typed symbol (α int ) when the type of
the hole (ϒ(l)) is int (that is, ϒ(l) and int can be unified with the current substitution ∆). This way,
our search algorithm produces symbolic test cases that involve symbols instead of involving integer
constants. Here (and henceforth), we assume that the condition ∆ ′ = unify(ϒ(l), int, ∆) implies that
unify does not fail. If it fails, the condition does not hold and therefore the E-Num rule does not
apply. The E-Str rule is similar. According to the rules E-Cnstr and E-Fun, a hole may expand into
a constructor (E-Cnstr) or a function (E-Fun). In the E-Cnstr rule, recall that C denotes the set of
constructors defined in the program and Λ associates constructors with their type information. The
E-Var rule shows that a hole may get replaced by variable x if x is available at the current location
(x ∈ dom(Γ(l))) and its type can be unified with the hole type. The rules E-Binop and E-Concat
are used to expand holes with arithmetic and string operations, respectively. Note that these two
rules are only used in function bodies, which is enforced by the condition dom(Γ(l)) , ∅ that some
bound variables (formal parameters) must be available at the location l.
5.3 Verifier
Verifier takes a reference program P1 , a test program P 2 , and a symbolic test case s (without holes).
Then, it checks whether the symbolic test case s can be a counter-example that causes P1 and P 2
to behave differently. If it succeeds to find such a counter-example, Verifier produces a model, an
assignment of symbols in s to concrete values. To do so, it performs bounded symbolic execution
and validates the resulting verification condition.
Bounded Symbolic Execution. Verifier first runs P1 = (f , x, E 1 ) and P 2 = (f , x, E 2 ) with the
symbolic input s to get the symbolic summaries Φ1 and Φ2 of P 1 and P 2 , respectively:
Φ1 = SymExec((f , x, E 1 ), s),

Φ2 = SymExec((f , x, E 2 ), s),

where the function SymExec((f , x, E), s) computes a symbolic summary obtained by running the
program (f , x, E) symbolically with the symbolic test case s.
d × Val)
c
Let us first define the symbolic summary. A symbolic summary Φ ∈ Summary = ℘(Path
d
c
d
is a set of guarded values (Path × Val), where a guarded value is a pair of a path condition (Path)
c Symbolic values are defined as follows:
and a symbolic value (Val).
c = Symbol + Z + S + Cnstr
 + RecClosure
 + (Val
c ⊕ Val)
c + (Valˆ
c Val)
c + {⊥}.
 + Closure
Val

A symbolic value is either a symbol (Symbol), integer/string constants (Z, S), a symbolic constructor
c ∗ ), symbolic closures (Closure
 = Id × E × Env,
 = Id × Id × E × Env
 = Id × Val
d RecClosure
d × N),
(Cnstr
c
c
c
c
d
or symbolic binary operations (Val ⊕ Val, ValˆVal). A symbolic environment ρb ∈ Env = Id →
d × Val)
c maps variables to the set of guarded values that the variables may have. Note that the
℘(Path
 contains an additional non-negative integer component
symbolic recursive closure (RecClosure)
(N) for bounded symbolic execution, which denotes the number of the remaining applications of
d is a symbolic equality
the recursive function to avoid non-termination. A path condition (Path)
d or the conjunction of path conditions
c = Val),
c the negation of a path condition (¬Path),
(Val
d
d
(Path ∧ Path). We write ⊤ for the initial (empty) path condition.
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ρb, π ⊢k n ⇒ {(π , n)}
ρb, π ⊢k α int ⇒ {(π , α int )}
ρb, π

⊢k

ρb, π ⊢k s ⇒ {(π , s)}

ρb, π ⊢k α string ⇒ {(π , α string )}

ρb, π ⊢k x ⇒ ρb(x)
ρb, π ⊢k λx .E ⇒ {(π , (x, E, ρb))}

ρb, π ⊢k E 1 ⇒ Φ1

ρb, π ⊢k E 2 ⇒ Φ2

ρb, π ⊢k E 1 ⇒ Φ1

ρb, π ⊢k E 2 ⇒ Φ2

ρb, π ⊢k E 1 ⇒ Φ1

ρb, π ⊢k E 2 ⇒ Φ2

E 1 ⊕ E 2 ⇒ {(π1 ∧ π2 , vb1 ⊕ vb2 ) | (π1 , vb1 ) ∈ Φ1 ∧ (π2 , vb2 ) ∈ Φ2 }

ρb, π ⊢k E 1 ˆE 2 ⇒ {(π1 ∧ π2 , vb1 ˆvb2 ) | (π1 , vb1 ) ∈ Φ1 ∧ (π2 , vb2 ) ∈ Φ2 }
ρb, π

⊢k

ρb, π ⊢k E 1 ⇒ Φ1

c(E 1 , E 2 ) ⇒ {(π1 ∧ π2 , c(vb1 , vb2 )) | (π1 , vb1 ) ∈ Φ1 ∧ (π 2 , vb2 ) ∈ Φ2 }
ρb[x 7→ Φ1 ], π ⊢k E 2 ⇒ Φ2

ρb, π ⊢k let x = E 1 in E 2 ⇒ Φ2

ρb, π ⊢k E 1 ⇒ Φ1

ρb, π ⊢k E 1 E 2 ⇒
n

ρb, π ⊢k match E 0 with pi → Ei ⇒

Ð

ρb[f 7→ {(π , (f , x, E 1 , ρb, k))}], π ⊢k E 2 ⇒ Φ2
ρb, π ⊢k let rec f (x) = E 1 in E 2 ⇒ Φ2

ρb, π ⊢k E 2 ⇒ Φ2
d 1 , vb1 ), Φ2 )
Call((π

(π 1,c
v 1 )∈Φ1

ρb, π ⊢k E 0 ⇒ Φ0
Ð 
 i , vb0 ) ∧ i ∈ [1, n]})
Branch(b
ρ , (π0 , vb0 ), {(pi , Ei ) | match(p

(π 0,c
v 0 )∈Φ0

Fig. 7. Semantics of bounded symbolic execution

d → Summary, which computes the
b k : Env
d → Path
Now we define symbolic executor, E⟦E⟧
symbolic summary of the input expression (E) by evaluating it under the current environment
and path condition. The number k denotes the predetermined loop bound (generated by recursive
functions) that is assumed to be given beforehand. Fig 7 shows the evaluation rules for our symbolic
b k (b
ρ , π ) = Φ. For the base
execution, where we use the notation ρb, π ⊢k E ⇒ Φ to denote E⟦E⟧
cases, it works similar to the standard concrete semantics, except that it returns a singleton set of a
guarded value which maintains the current path condition (When E = x, the resulting set may not be
singleton depending on the environment). Note that the rules consider the cases when expressions
are symbols (α int , α string ) even though the expressions defined in Section 4 do not have symbols.
This is because the definition of symbolic test cases in (2) has symbols and therefore evaluating a
program with a functional input value may involve symbols. When evaluating a binary operation
or a constructor, it first computes symbolic summaries of two subexpressions and combines their
path conditions and symbolic values to gather all possible outputs that the expression may have. To
evaluate a let-expression (let x = E 1 in E 2 ), it evaluates E 2 after extending the given environment
for the bound variable x and its values Φ1 . If the symbolic executor encounters a recursive function
definition (let rec f (x) = E 1 in E 2 ), it updates the current environment by making f point to a
singleton with a guarded value {(π , (f , x, E 1 , ρb, k))} whose symbolic value is a recursive closure
with the predefined loop bound k. The rules in Fig 7 do not explicitly describe how our symbolic
executor deals with runtime exceptions. If a runtime exception occurs while executing the program
E in the path π , the executor no longer continues the current execution and returns {(π , ⊥)},
indicating that the path π can reach an error state.
When the symbolic executor encounters a function application (E 1 E 2 ), it evaluates E 1 to obtain
the set Φ1 of possible functions. Then, it considers each functional value (π 1 , vb1 ) ∈ Φ1 and calls it
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with the actual argument (Φ2 ). The function call is performed by the following function:
d 1 , vb1 ), Φ2 ) =
Call((π

b k (b
 E⟦E⟧
ρ ′[x 7→ Φ2 ]′, π 1 )
if vb1 = (x, E, ρb′)



k
′
′
′
b
E⟦E⟧
(b
ρ [f 7→ {(π1 , (f , x, E, ρb , k − 1))}, x 7→ Φ2 ], π1 ) if vb1 = (f , x, E, ρb′, k ′) ∧ k ′ > 0


 {(π1 , ⊥)}
if vb1 = (f , x, E, ρb′, 0).


If it calls a non-recursive function (vb1 = (x, E, ρb′)), it executes the body normally with the new
environment (b
ρ ′[x 7→ Φ2 ]). If a recursive function that has not yet consumed all budgets on the loop
bound is invoked (vb1 = (f , x, E, ρb′, k ′) ∧ k ′ > 0), its body is executed under the stored environment
ρb′ with the argument and function being extended. Note that the loop bound decreases by one
whenever the function is called. When a recursive function with no remaining execution count is
called (vb1 = (f , x, E, ρb′, 0)), the symbolic executor terminates the current execution by returning
{(π1 , ⊥)}, which means that this function is no longer callable.
The last rule for the match expressions is most involved. We first evaluate the expression E 0 to
get the corresponding summary Φ0 . Then, we consider each (π0 , vb0 ) in Φ0 . Because the symbolic
value vb0 may match multiple patterns, the executor should compute symbolic summaries of all
possible branches. Let B be the set of all possible matched branches with the symbolic value vbo :
 i , vb0 ) ∧ i ∈ [1, n]}.
B = {(pi , Ei ) | match(p

 vb) is true if vb has a chance of matching p, for which we use a simple analysis based
where match(p,
 vb) is true if vb and p are
on syntax and types. For example, we can safely conclude that match(p,
syntactically equivalent or they have the same type. Next, our symbolic executor joins all possible
 ρ , (π0 , vb0 ), B)
symbolic summaries from each branch in B with (π 0 , vb0 ) using the function Branch(b
defined as follows:
 ρ , (π0 , vb0 ), B) =
Branch(b






Ð

(pi , E i )∈B

b i ⟧k (bind(b
E⟦E
ρ , pi , (π 0 , vb0 )), newpc(pi , (π0 , vb0 )))


 {(π0 , ⊥)}


if |B| ≥ 1
otherwise.

If there exists at least one matched branch (i.e., |B| ≥ 1), it combines all symbolic summaries of
all branches by executing them under the updated symbolic environment bind(b
ρ , pi , (π0 , vb0 )). The
function bind(b
ρ , p, (π , vb) updates the symbolic environment ρb with given pattern p and guarded
value (π , vb):


ρb[x 7→ {(π , vb)}]
if p = x



bind(b
ρ , p, (π , vb)) = bind(bind(b
ρ , p1 , (π , vb1 )), p2 , (π , vb2 )) if p = c(p1 , p2 ) ∧ vb = c(vb1 , vb2 )


 ρb
otherwise.


When executing each matched branch, the executor updates the current path condition as follows:
Û
newpc(pi , (π 0 , vb0 )) = π 0 ∧ gen_pc(pi , vb0 ) ∧ ( ¬gen_pc(p j , vb0 ))
j <i

which indicates that the value vb0 is matched with the current pattern (gen_pc(pi , vb0 )) and unmatched
Ó
with the previous patterns ( j <i ¬gen_pc(p j , vb0 )). The function gen_pc(p, vb) that generates a new
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path condition is defined as follows:

n = vb
if p




s = vb

if p
gen_pc(p, vb) =

gen_pc(p
,
v
b
)
∧
gen_pc(p
,
v
b
)
if
p
1 1
2 2



⊤
if p


=n
=s
= c(p1 , p2 ) ∧ vb = c(vb1 , vb2 )
= x ∨ p = _.

If there are no patterns matched with vb0 , it returns {(π 0 , ⊥)} which means pattern matching failure.
Note that, the rules in Fig 7 do not consider a symbolic function and a symbolic data type as an
input because the symbolic test cases generated by Generator include only primitive integer or
string type symbols. It enables our symbolic executor to easily handle several features of functional
programming language such as higher-order function and inductive data type. Furthermore, the
absence of symbolic functions and symbolic data types allows Verifier to generate simple verification
conditions that can be easily solved by an off-the-shelf SMT solver.
Finally, we define the function SymExec((f , x, E), s) as follows:
b k (b
SymExec((f , x, E), s) = E⟦E⟧
ρ 0 , ⊤),

where the initial environment ρb0 is defined as follows:

b k ([], ⊤), f 7→ {(⊤, (f , x, E, [], k))}].
ρb0 = [x 7→ E⟦s⟧

On top of the symbolic execution described so far, we apply an optimization technique. Recall
that the semantics in Fig 7 always decreases the execution count of a recursive function whenever
it is invoked. However, we found that doing so sometimes loses too much information about the
program behavior. Thus, we use a simple optimization technique that does not decrease the count
in a “deterministic” context. The intuition is that some paths can be uniquely determined during
the symbolic execution as the symbolic inputs contain “concrete” parts.
Suppose that the symbolic executor runs the following program with a symbolic input Add (Add
(Int α 1int , Int α 2int ), Add (Int α 3int , Int α 4int )):
type exp = Int of int | Add of exp * exp | Sub of exp * exp
let rec eval e =
match e with
| Int n -> n
| Add (e1, e2) -> (eval e1) + (eval e2)
| Sub (e1, e2) -> (eval e1) - (eval e2)

In this example, even if the input contains symbols (i.e., α 1int ), the input matches only with the
first branch (Int n) or the second branch (Add (e1, e2)) at each iteration. For this reason, the
symbolic executor can conclude that the path is “deterministic”, and therefore it does not decrease
the execution count for the recursive function call (i.e., eval e1 and eval e2). When aggressively
reducing the execution count, the symbolic executor fails to run the above program if the execution
count is set to less than two, while the optimization technique allows the symbolic executor to
succeed in the same environment. Thus, we introduce this optimization technique to help the
symbolic executor gather more program behaviors without increasing the loop bound.
Validation. Using the symbolic summaries Φ1 and Φ2 computed by the symbolic executor, we
generate a counter-example by checking the validity of the formula ϕ:
Û
Ü

ϕ≡
π1 =⇒ (
π2 ∧ (vb1 = vb2 )) .
(π 1,c
v 1 )∈Φ1

(π 2,c
v 2 )∈Φ2
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The formula ϕ holds if and only if for every feasible path π 1 of the reference program, there exists
a feasible path π 2 in the test program such that the outcomes of the two programs are equivalent
(vb1 = vb2 ). Intuitively, this means that we regard the test program as to be correct if it covers all
the possible behaviors of the reference program. We can check the validity of ϕ by checking the
satisfiability of ¬ϕ with an off-the-shelf SMT solver. When ¬ϕ is unsatisfiable (i.e., ϕ is valid), we
conclude that the current symbolic test case cannot be a counter-example. Otherwise (i.e., ϕ is
invalid), we conclude that the symbolic test case can be a counter-example, and Verifier returns a
model M of ¬ϕ. Algorithm 1 uses the model M to convert the symbolic test case into a concrete
one.
Note that the decision made above can be unreliable beyond the given loop bound, which is
why we verify the generated test case with CounterExample in Algorithm 1 (line 9). Suppose ϕ
is invalid and we have a model M of ¬ϕ. The concretized test case (M(s)) may not be an actual
counter-example in cases when the symbolic executor fails to collect the relevant execution paths
beyond the loop bound in the test program. Further, the validity of ϕ does not always imply the
correctness of the test program because the symbolic executor may fail to collect some behaviors
of the reference program beyond the given loop bound. To minimize these undesired situations in
practice, we apply the optimization technique mentioned above (retaining the execution count of
function in deterministic contexts).
In addition, we observed that off-the-shelf SMT solvers are not very efficient in practice and
often require domain-specific engineering for better performance. To alleviate the overhead of the
SMT solver, we apply several preprocessing optimizations to identify the obviously false formulas
beforehand. For example, a formula that contains a conjunction of two contradictory clauses (e.g.,
(α 1 = α 2 ) ∧ ¬(α 1 = α 2 )) can be easily identified as false, and we statically identify such formulas as
false without passing to the SMT solver.
Running Example. Let us finish this section with a running example describing how Verifier
works for a program taking a function and a user-defined data type as input. Suppose that we
have a buggy (left) and a correct (right) implementations of a function map which applies a given
function to all elements of a user-defined data type lst which consists of an integer (Int) and
concatenation of two lists (App):
let rec
match
| Int
| App

map f l =
l with
n -> if n > 0 then Int (f n) else Int n
(a, b) -> App (map f a, map f b)

let rec
match
| Int
| App

map f l =
l with
n -> Int (f n)
(a, b) -> App (map f a, map f b)

Assume that Generator generates (fun x -> x + α 1int ) and (Int α 2int ) for each argument
of the function map. Verifier first runs two programs with these symbolic test cases. When the
symbolic executor runs the buggy program, it encounters a match expression and executes the
first branch. When executing the first branch, two paths are considered: (α 2int > 0) and (α 2int ≤ 0).
We get Int(α 2int + α 1int ) for the former by applying the function (fun x -> x + α 1int ) to α 2int ,
and Int α 2int for the latter. As a result, we get a symbolic summary with two guarded values,
{(α int > 0, Int(α 2int + α 1int )), (α int ≤ 0, Int α 2int )}, for the buggy program. Similarly, we obtain a
symbolic summary {(⊤, Int(α 2int + α 1int ))} for the solution program.
With these two symbolic summaries, Verifier constructs the following verification condition:
⊤⇒

((α 2int > 0) ∧ (Int(α 2int + α 1int ) = Int(α 2int + α 1int )))∨
((α 2int ≤ 0) ∧ (Int(α 2int + α 1int ) = Int α 2int )).

Using an off-the-shelf SMT solver, Verifier easily computes a model which falsifies the verification
condition. Suppose that a model [α 1int 7→ 1, α 2int 7→ 0] is obtained, then we get concrete test cases
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(fun x -> x + 1) and (Int 0) by substituting each symbol in the symbolic test cases (fun x
-> x + α 1int ) and (Int α 2int ).
6 EVALUATION
In this section, we experimentally evaluate our technique. We aim to answer the following research
questions:
• Effectiveness: How effectively can our counter-example generation algorithm detect erroneous submissions? (Section 6.1)
• Comparison with property-based testing: Can our technique find counter-examples more
effectively than property-based testing? (Section 6.2)
• Comparison with simpler approaches: Is our hybrid approach more effective than simpler
approaches such as pure enumerative or symbolic approaches? (Section 6.3)
• Usefulness in automatic program repair: Can our technique enhance automatic program
repair systems by preventing them from generating test-suite-overfitted patches? (Section 6.4)
We implemented our approach in a tool, TestML, with about 6500 lines of OCaml code. We set
the execution count (k) to 6, which is used in bounded symbolic execution to ensure termination
(Section 5.3). We used Z3 [De Moura and Bjùrner 2008] to check the validity of the formulas that
result from symbolic execution (Section 5.3), and set the timeout for each Z3 invocation to 50
milliseconds. All the experiments were conducted on an iMac with Intel i5 CPU and 16GB memory.
6.1

Effectiveness

In this section, we demonstrate that our technique is superior to manually-designed test cases
when detecting logical errors in real submissions.
Experimental Setting. We collected 4,060 compilable submissions without syntax and type
errors from 10 exercises used in our functional programming course. The exercises range from
introductory problems to more advanced ones requiring various user-defined constructors or
functions as inputs (Table 1).
The manually-designed test suite consists of 10 input-output test cases for each problem. All
test cases have been carefully designed to cover diverse behaviors of programs; they have been
continually refined in order to better grade student submissions over the last three years. As an
example, Appendix A shows the test cases used for grading submissions for Problem 10. To verify
the quality of the test suite, we measured the expression coverage of all submissions and found
that our test suite achieved more than 90% coverage for most of the submissions (3689/4060). It
indicates that our test cases are sufficiently well-designed to cover various behaviors of a wide
variety of programs.
We set the timeout for TestML to 60 seconds per program. If it fails to generate a counterexample within the time limit, it judges that the given program is error free. According to our
experience, the 60-second time limit is sufficient enough for finding a single counter-example.
Result. Table 1 shows the evaluation result on our data set. For each problem, the table shows
the number of erroneous submissions found in various experimental settings. The first sub-column
of ‘# Error Programs’ column indicates the number of buggy programs detected by both manuallydesigned test cases and TestML. The second one shows the number of buggy programs detected
only by TestML, and the third is the opposite.
The result demonstrates that TestML is far more effective than human-made test cases in logical
error detection. While 543 erroneous programs were detected by both TestML and the human-made
test cases, TestML found 88 more errors as shown in the second sub-column of ‘# Error programs’
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Table 1. Comparison with the instructor-generated test cases. ‘TestML ✓’, ‘Manual ✓’, ‘TestML ✗’, and
‘Manual ✗’ indicate whether an erroneous program is found or not by TestML or the manual test cases,
respectively.

No

Problem Description

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Finding a maximum element in a list
Filtering a list
Mirroring a binary tree
Checking membership in a binary tree
Í
Computing ki=j f (i) for j, k, and f
Composing functions
Adding numbers in user-defined number system
Evaluating expressions and propositional formulas
Deciding lambda terms are well-formed or not
Differentiating algebraic expressions
Total

TestML ✓
Manual ✓
35
5
9
19
32
46
14
105
116
162
543

# Error Programs
TestML ✓ TestML ✗
Manual ✗ Manual ✓
10
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
4
0
7
0
25
0
35
0
88
0

Total
45
9
9
19
32
49
18
112
141
197
631

column. Furthermore, there are no errors which are detected only by the human-provided test cases
but missed by TestML (the third sub-column of ‘# Error Programs’). This is remarkable because
the test cases are not a strawman; we have refined them several times over the past three years.
Despite of this effort, the latest version of our test cases for Problem 10 found only 7 more error
programs (162) compared to the oldest one (155). TestML, however, found 42 more programs (197)
than the first version of test suite. In conclusion, TestML found 631 erroneous submissions in total,
yet the manually-designed test cases only found 543.
The effectiveness of our technique comes from the ability to automatically examine numerous
submissions one by one. Because the instructor cannot predict the behaviors of divergent implementations or examine a huge set of programs individually, it is impossible to manually construct
a test set which includes all corner cases. We found that the students’ submissions are usually very
complex to understand and relatively sizable compared to instructor’s solution, which makes the
manual investigation more difficult. However, as our technique is able to automatically generate a
counter-example of each submission without any manual effort, it can detect errors more precisely
than manually-designed test cases. We manually confirmed that all erroneous programs newly
detected by our technique have actual errors.
Importance of Concise Test Cases. We also analyzed the experimental results qualitatively
as well as quantitatively. An interesting observation is that the counter-examples generated by
our technique are significantly more concise than the manually-designed test cases. Consider the
following erroneous implementation of Problem 10.
1 let rec diff (e, var) =
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

match e with
| Times [hd] -> diff (hd, var)
| Times (hd::tl) ->
(match hd with
| Const a -> Times (hd::[diff (Times tl, var)])
| Var a -> if (a = var) then Sum (hd::(diff (Times tl, var)::[diff (Times tl, var)]))
else Times (hd::[diff (Times tl, var)])
| _ -> Sum [Times ((diff (hd, var))::tl); Times (hd::[diff (Times tl, var)])]) | ...
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In this example, the program has an error at line 7. When the head element hd in multiplication is
the same variable with the given variable var, it incorrectly differentiates the multiplication by
Sum (hd::(diff (Times tl, var)::[diff (Times tl, var)])) (i.e., (f ∗ д)′ = f + д ′ + д ′).
Given this program, TestML generates a test case
(Times [Var ”x”; Const 0], ”x”)
as a counter-example to detect such an error within 0.3 seconds. It triggers the error because it is a
Times list whose head is the same with the given variable. In contrast, the manually-designed test
case which detected the error was far more complicated as shown below:
(Sum [Times [Sum [Var ”x”; Var ”y”]; Times [Var ”x”; Var ”y”]]; Power (”x”, 2)], ”x”).
This test case contains a lot of uninformative noises that are unnecessary for error detection (e.g.,
Sum or Power are not directly related to the error), which makes it hard to understand how the test
case causes the error.
As test cases should be helpful to understand how the corner cases are occurred, it is important
to make them simple. In other words, an intricate test case hinders users in understanding the
behaviors of a program. Typically, human-made test cases tend to be complicated by the desire to
cover as many corner cases as possible, and these complex test cases are not ideal for investigating
a main cause of a corner case. Thus, capability of writing concise test cases is important for better
understandings on the programs, and we believe that our technique is helpful in this area.
6.2 Comparison with Property-Based Testing
In this section, we compare our technique with property-based testing, a well-known approach for
testing functional programs.
Experimental Setting. To compare with property-based testing, we used QCheck2 , an OCaml
version of QuickCheck [Claessen and Hughes 2000]. QCheck provides various built-in test generators of primitive data types (e.g., integer, boolean, list, etc.) for user convenience, but it requires
users to manually build a test generator for other data types. We carefully built them for each
problem to use QCheck properly because the inputs of our problems vary in a range from primitive
values to diverse user-defined constructors and functions. In addition, we also designed shrinkers
which simplifies the results of QCheck since it basically performs the random testing and often
generates counter-examples that are too complex to understand. An example of the generator and
the shrinker we used for Problem 10 is given in Appendix B.
The benchmark set is similar to the one used in Table 1, yet we excluded problems that require
to write higher-order functions (Problem 2, Problem 5, and Problem 6) because testing higherorder functions with QCheck is relatively challenging (see the “Difficulty of Testing Higher-order
Functions” paragraph below).
Result. Table 2 shows that TestML outperforms the property-based testing tool in error detection. The columns ‘QCheck1’, ‘QCheck2’, and ‘TestML’ indicate the performance of QCheck
without and with test case shrinking, and our tool, respectively. To demonstrate the performance
of each technique, we measured the number of detected erroneous programs (#E) and the total
amount of time to produce counter-examples (Time) for each problem. Our technique successfully
proved that 541 submissions have errors by discovering their counter-examples. On the other hand,
QCheck without shrinkers detected only 528 erroneous programs, and 508 otherwise.
2 https://github.com/c-cube/qcheck
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Table 2. Comparison with QCheck. ‘#E’ reports the number of detected erroneous programs and ‘Time’
reports the total amount of time to produce all the counter-examples.
No

Problem Description

1
3
4
7
8
9
10

Finding a maximum element in a list
Mirroring a binary tree
Checking membership in a binary tree
Adding numbers in user-defined number system
Evaluating expressions and propositional formulas
Deciding lambda terms are well-formed or not
Differentiating algebraic expressions
Total

QCheck1
#E Time
45
86.0
9
0.0
19
0.0
18
0.8
112
3.7
139 110.4
186 390.1
528 592.0

QCheck2
# E Time
38
72.6
9
0.0
19
0.0
18
0.8
112
10.5
130 555.8
182 318.6
508 958.4

TestML
#E Time
45
0.5
9
0.3
19
0.5
18
0.3
112
6.5
141
10.4
197
86.6
541 105.1

The result also shows that TestML is far more efficient than QCheck in time cost. Because
QCheck basically performs random testing, it has some difficulties in finding a specific counterexample within a short time. Even it successfully generates a counter-example, QCheck often
produces multiple lines of long test cases which are hard to understand. As we mentioned in
the paragraph “Importance of Concise Test Cases” in Section 6.1, generating concise test cases is
important in logical error detection; thus, it is very natural for programmers to build an additional
input shrinker to simplify the test cases generated by QCheck. However, we found that the input
shrinker often degrades the performance as it spends more time shortening the test cases. The
evaluation results show that QCheck without any shrinkers took about 592.0 seconds in total
for generating 528 counter-examples, and 958.4 seconds for 508 counter-examples otherwise. In
contrast, TestML generated 541 concise test cases with no needs for shrinking algorithm, and it
only took 105.1 seconds in total.
QCheck Requires Significant Manual Effort. The most important point is that our technique
outperforms the property-based test generator without any manual effort such as an implementation
of a test generator or a shrinker. We found that the performance of QCheck heavily depends on
the given generator. For a proper experiment, we have built the generators and shrinkers as
well-designed as possible to generate counter-examples in reasonable time. For instance, if a
program does not need a large integer value, we designed a generator to only produce the small
unsigned integers (e.g. integers between 0 and 100). Without this optimization, we observed that
the performance of QuickCheck is seriously degraded. In an extreme case, it failed to detect a single
counter-example for some problems even with a 20-minute time budget. Thus, developers should
carefully design generators and shrinkers to use QCheck effectively; it, however, requires a lot of
effort and intuition to do so. Indeed, to achieve the result of the columns ‘QCheck1’ and ‘QCheck2’
in Table 2, we tried several experiments with a number of generators and shrinkers (more than 5
for each problem) and reported the best performance among the several trials. Unlike QCheck, our
technique does not require any such human effort for effective testing.
Difficulty of Testing Higher-order Functions. Since QCheck does not support a function
generator, we were not able to evaluate it on the three higher-order problems which take a function
as an input. To design a test generator and an input shrinker for functional test cases manually is
challenging as they require programmers to design grammar for an input function. Some researches
focus on addressing the problem of testing higher-order function in property-based testing (e.g.,
[Koopman and Plasmeijer 2006]).
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Unlike QCheck, Haskell QuickCheck can generate random functions by using provided function
generators, yet it also has some limitations; the generated function only returns random values
without performing any computation. In addition, the generated function is not expressed as
a format of arguments and function body, but a mapping relation. For example, if QuickCheck
produces a function that returns 1 when it takes 1 as an input and returns 0 otherwise, it represents
the function by a mapping relation [1 7→ 1, _ 7→ 0]. To use this mapping as a function, users manually
convert it to a proper function format (e.g., a function whose body is a conditional expression).
However, our technique is able to produce a function by synthesizing its body automatically. We
believe that the capability of function type input generation is an indispensable feature in terms of
automatic test case generation for functional programs.
6.3 Comparison with Pure Enumerative and Symbolic Approaches
The key novelty of our approach is that it combines enumerative search and symbolic verification
in a novel way that enjoys the benefit of both approaches. In this section, we briefly describe the
limitations when each of them is used solely.
While our combined approach does not require the users to provide any testing components,
pure enumerative search needs testing components because enumerating all integers and strings
is impossible. To make the enumerative search more tractable, we provided limited integer and
string components (we used only 1, 2, and 3 as integer components and “x”, “y”, and “z” as string
components). However, despite of these restrictions, the pure enumeration failed to find a counterexample for one of the submission for Problem 10 after 20 minutes. Compared to this result, TestML
successfully generated the following counter-example within 58 seconds:
(Times [Sum [Var ”x”; Const 1; Var ”x”]; Var ”x”], ”x”).
It shows that our symbolic search algorithm can prune out the large search space of test cases
significantly, which is essential to generate a sizable test case.
The pure symbolic approach also has limitations. First, in functional programs, there exist several
features like higher-order functions and algebraic data types which are hard to be symbolized and
verified by off-the-shelf SMT solvers. Another problem we have experienced is that the extensive
use of pattern-matching and recursion in functional programs makes the number of paths explode
exponentially. For this reason, the symbolic execution step was not even finished on the most of
the submissions. This problem becomes more serious in an introductory programming course.
Because many students are not familiar with functional programming, they tend to implement
programs with a large number of infeasible paths, which is a significant burden for symbolic
execution. To resolve these problems, we do not apply symbolic technique for the non-primitive
values that are difficult to symbolize, but easy to be handled by enumerative search. Furthermore,
since the symbolic test case includes some concrete parts, it alleviates the path explosion problem
by making the symbolic executor only consider the paths which are related with given input instead
of executing all paths symbolically.
6.4

Enhancing Automatic Program Repair with Automatic Test Generation

Finally, we show the usefulness of our technique to solve the test-suite-overfitted patch problem
[Smith et al. 2015] in test-case-based program repair systems.
Counter-Example Guided Repair System. First, we propose a new type of program repair
system called Counter-Example Guided Repair System which is an enhanced test-case-based repair
system using our counter-example generation algorithm. Fig 8 shows the overall workflow of
the counter-example guided repair system. Given an incorrect program and a correct program, it
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Fig. 8. Overall workflow of Counter-Example Guided Repair System

generates a patch by correcting the error in the given incorrect program and validates the patch
by counter-example generation. If the counter-example generator produces a counter-example of
the generated repair candidate, the system enriches the test suite by adding the newly discovered
counter-example and tries to repair the original error program again. It repeats this procedure until
there is no counter-example found by the counter-example generator. In this case, it concludes that
the patch is correct and returns it. If the patch generator fails to generate a repair candidate, the
system reports that generating a patch is failed.
Experimental Setting. For evaluation, we implemented a counter-example guided repair system
based on FixML [Lee et al. 2018b], a state-of-the-art feedback generator for functional programming
assignments. As FixML requires a reference implementation to effectively repair a buggy program,
we provided a solution program implemented by an instructor as a reference code. The benchmark
set is the same with the one used in the Table 1. To run FixML, we provided 10 manually-designed
test cases used in Experiment 1 for each problem while the counter-example guided repair system
did not take any test cases beforehand. We set the timeouts for both the patch generation and
counter-example generation to 60 seconds. To identify the test-suite-overfitted patch problems
generated by FixML, we manually confirmed the correctness of all generated patches one by one
thoroughly. We classified a patch as correct one when its semantics is the same with the one
of the solution code (i.e., it always returns the same output as the correct answer), and did as a
test-suite-overfitted patch otherwise.
Result. In Table 3, we present the number of detected error programs (#E), the number of correct
patches generated by FixML (#P), the number of test-suite-overfitted patches (#O), and the ratio
of successfully repaired programs with respect to the entire programs (Rate). We compare the
performance of FixML when using manual-test-cases (Manual Test Suite) with the one enhanced
by our counter-example generation algorithm (Our Technique). The result in Table 3 shows that the
counter-example guided approach dramatically improved the performance of FixML. The number
of test-suite-overfitted patches notably decreased from 58 to 1 as the counter-example guided repair
system verifies the correctness of patch candidates by generating counter-examples. As a result,
the patch rate eventually increased from 29% (156/543) to 38% (237/631) as well as the total number
of patches.
Even if our counter-example guided repair approach significantly reduces the number of incorrect
patches, there was still an incorrect patch in Problem 5. Our technique failed to generate a counterexample because its performance depends on SMT solver in symbolic verification step and the
given solving time (50 milliseconds) was not enough to solve it. Because the insufficient time is the
only reason for failure, this problem can be easily addressed by giving the solver more time. We
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Table 3. Enhancement in automatic program repair. The column ‘#E’ indicates the number of detected error
programs, ‘#P’ reports the number of correct patches , ‘#O’ shows the number of test-suite-overfitted patches,
‘Rate’ represents the ratio of correctly patched programs to the erroneous programs.
No

Problem Description

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Finding a maximum element in a list
Filtering a list
Mirroring a binary tree
Checking membership in a binary tree
Í
Computing ki=j f (i) for j, k, and f
Composing functions
Adding numbers in user-defined number system
Evaluating expressions and propositional formulas
Deciding lambda terms are well-formed or not
Differentiating algebraic expressions
Total/Average

Manual Test Suite
#E #P #O Rate
35
32
0 90%
5
3
0 60%
9
7
1 78%
19
11
1 58%
32
11
6 34%
46
17
0 37%
14
4
2 29%
105
29 12 28%
116
16 29 14%
162
26
7 16%
543 156 58 29%

#E
45
9
9
19
32
49
18
112
141
197
631

Our Technique
#P #O Rate
42
0 93%
6
0 67%
8
0 89%
12
0 63%
16
1 50%
20
0 41%
9
0 50%
45
0 40%
33
0 23%
46
0 23%
237
1 38%

observed that this incorrect patch also can be fixed when changing the timeout for solver from 50
milliseconds to 2 seconds.
7 RELATED WORK
In this section, we discuss the researches closely related to our work. The existing works are
classified into five categories according to their research field.
Property-based Testing. The property-based testing is a well-known approach for testing functional programs. It aims to find test cases which fail to satisfy the predefined property, and
QuickCheck [Claessen and Hughes 2000] is the most famous framework for the property-based
testing. It, however, has a difficulty in generating function type test cases and requires users to build
test generators manually. To address these limitations, several researches have been proposed [Koopman and Plasmeijer 2006; Lampropoulos et al. 2017; Löscher and Sagonas 2017]. Koopman and
Plasmeijer [2006] improved property-based testing to test higher-order function more easily by
representing functions’ AST as a data type format and generating instances of this data type
using property-based testing tool. As constructing a test case generator is a burdensome task for
users, Lampropoulos et al. [2017] demonstrated Luck, a language which allows users to easily build,
read, and maintain the property-based test generators. Löscher and Sagonas [2017] proposed an
enhanced property-based testing called targeted property-based testing and implemented Target
which uses a search strategy based guidance rather than completely random testing to generate
test cases more effectively. These recent works, however, still have the same limitation addressed
above; they basically require manual human effort, which is particularly undesirable when testing
numerous programs.
Symbolic Execution. Symbolic execution [Cadar et al. 2011; Khurshid et al. 2003; King 1976]
is another approach which is widely used in program testing. For example, it is used to check
the correctness of students’ program for providing an appropriate feedback [Phothilimthana and
Sridhara 2017; Singh et al. 2013]. It, however, has a well-known problem called path explosion
as it basically collects all execution paths of a program. Despite the modern high-performance
SAT and SMT solvers make symbolic execution practical by eliminating infeasible paths [Cadar
et al. 2008a,b], it is still hard to symbolically execute functional programs. In Section 6.3, we briefly
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mentioned that it is not appropriate to use only the symbolic execution for testing numerous
students’ submissions as real submissions involve a lot of features which burden the symbolic
execution.
Symbolic execution of higher-order program is especially challenging. Several works adopted
higher-order behavioral contracts [Findler and Felleisen 2002] to specify the behaviors of the higherorder functions [Nguyen et al. 2014; Tobin-Hochstadt and Van Horn 2012]. Nguyen and Van Horn
[2015] presented sound and relatively complete semantics for constructing a counter-example
of a higher-order program. When it encounters the application of a symbolic function, without
any user’s assumptions, it gradually refines the unknown values of the symbolic function and
maintains a complete path condition as a form of first-order formula. When it reaches an error
state, it constructs a counter-example by solving the path condition. While these works focused
on symbolically executing unknown functions, we mitigate the burden of symbolic function in
a relatively simple way; we use symbolic technique only for the limited domain (i.e., integer and
string). For the rest, we perform enumerative search (i.e., there are no symbolic functions or
symbolic data types during symbolic execution). Our evaluation results show that this approach is
simple yet effective to detect logical errors in a number of higher-order programs.
Higher-order Function Testing. Several researches have been presented to test higher-order
function [Heidegger and Thiemann 2010; Klein et al. 2010; Koopman and Plasmeijer 2006; Selakovic
et al. 2018]. Klein et al. [2010] and Heidegger and Thiemann [2010] extended random testing to
work on higher-order program. Their key ideas are to use developer-provided contracts which
guide random testing. LambdaTester [Selakovic et al. 2018] is a test case generator for higher-order
functions in JavaScript. It automatically determines which parameters are expected as functions
and creates a sequence of method calls from a given setup code. However, these works still require
manual human effort like constructing well-tuned test generator, providing behavioral contracts as
specifications, or building an appropriate setup code to create a set of initial values for testing.
As common compilers require a program or a function as their input, we also categorize compiler
testing [Pałka et al. 2011; Sun et al. 2016; Yang et al. 2011] as a part of higher-order program testing.
While existing works on compiler testing targeted to generate relatively sizable yet expressive
programs to make divergent behaviors of several compilers, our goal is to detect a concise counterexample which causes a behavioral difference between two programs. To easily find the specific
values making two program work differently, we use symbolic verification which is not used in the
those compiler testing.
Automatic Program Repair. Recently, automatic program repair technique has been widely
used to fix bugs in general programs [Forrest et al. 2009; Kim et al. 2013; Le Goues et al. 2012; Long
and Rinard 2016; Nguyen et al. 2013; Weimer et al. 2009] or students’ implementations [Bhatia
et al. 2018; D’Antoni et al. 2016; Gupta et al. 2017; Lee et al. 2018b; Pu et al. 2016; Singh et al.
2013]. Most of these works use a test suite as a specification of the generated patches. However,
the test-case-based approach has a fundamental limitation; it often generates test-suite-overfitted
patches which only satisfy the given test suite, and the potential bugs still remain [Smith et al.
2015].
Many researches have been proposed to resolve this problem by supplementing the original
test suite with automatic test case generation technique [Mechtaev et al. 2018; Xin and Reiss 2017;
Yang et al. 2017]. DiffTGen [Xin and Reiss 2017] generates a new test case based on the syntactic
differences between a generated patch and a provided oracle program. Opad [Yang et al. 2017]
leverages fuzz testing to generate random inputs from original test suite. On the other hand, our
approach systematically generates a counter-example based on symbolic verification rather than
depending on syntactic differences or random fuzzing.
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Mechtaev et al. [2018] proposed counter-example-guided inductive repair of which approach is
similar to ours. Given a reference program, it automatically infers an intended specification as a
formula by symbolically executing the reference program. It guarantees that the generated patches
are conditionally equivalent to the specification. However, it is difficult to apply this technique
directly to functional programs as they have some features which are hard to manipulate with the
pure symbolic execution.
Program Synthesis. Program synthesis technique has been widely used in various domains such
as generation of complex APIs [Feng et al. 2017] or SQL queries [Wang et al. 2017; Yaghmazadeh
et al. 2017], and programming education [D’Antoni et al. 2016; Lee et al. 2018b; Pu et al. 2016; Singh
et al. 2013; So and Oh 2017, 2018]. As the program synthesis gains the popularity recently, a lot of
researches are proposed to improve the performance of it.
In functional program synthesis, there is a well-known technique called type-directed search
[Feser et al. 2015; Frankle et al. 2016; Osera and Zdancewic 2015; Polikarpova et al. 2016] which
significantly reduces the search space by pruning out ill-typed programs. SAT or SMT solver is
also popular as an aid of program synthesis to reduce the search space [Albarghouthi et al. 2013;
Gulwani et al. 2011; Kneuss et al. 2013]. Machine learning technique such as deep learning [Balog
et al. 2017] or probabilistic model [Lee et al. 2018a] were used to enhance program synthesis by
giving priority to candidates which are likely to be solutions. Applying static analysis or dynamic
symbolic execution is another promising approach for pruning out the redundant states during
program synthesis [Lee et al. 2018b; So and Oh 2017, 2018]. To generate a well-typed test case and
to prove whether it is an actual counter-example, we adopted two techniques above, type-directed
search and SMT solving based on symbolic execution. We believe that the other techniques can
also improve our technique.
Existing program synthesizers [Albarghouthi et al. 2013; So and Oh 2017; Wang et al. 2017]
require users to provide appropriate components for synthesis. Unlike them, our technique uses
symbolic execution to automatically deduce the values which cause differences in the behavior of
two programs without requiring any synthesis components. So and Oh [2018] also use constraint
solving to infer the integer components for synthesis. However, the constraints are generated from
the given input-output examples, not symbolic execution.
8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a novel technique to automatically detect a logical error in functional
programming assignments. The novelty of our technique is that it combines enumerative search
and symbolic execution to achieve the benefits from both. By this key approach, our technique
can effectively detect logical errors from massive student submissions as well as efficiently. We
conducted the experiments with 4060 student submissions from functional programming course.
Throughout the evaluation, we observed that our technique detected 88 more erroneous programs
than human-made test cases which have been actually used for grading. Moreover, the results
demonstrated that our technique outperformed the existing property-based testing, which requires
human effort, and enhanced an existing functional program repair system.
A

TEST CASES FOR PROBLEM 10

The 10 test cases we have used for grading submissions for Problem 10 as follows:
1 (Sum [Power ("x", 2); Times [Const 2; Var "x"]; Const 1], "x") [("x", 2)] => 6
2 (Sum [Power ("x", 2); Power ("x", 2); Const 1], "x") [("x",3)] => 12
3 (Sum [Power ("x", 2); Power ("x", 2); Const 1], "y") [("x",1)] => 0
4 (Times [Power ("x", 3); Power ("y", 2)], "x") [("x", 10); ("y", 5)] => 7500
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5 (Sum [Times [Sum [Var "x"; Var "y"]; Times [Var "x"; Var "y"]]; Power ("x", 2)], "x") [("x",

3); ("y", 4)] => 46
6 (Times [Times [Sum [Var "x"; Var "y"]; Var "x"]; Var "x"], "x") [("x", 2); ("y", 5)] => 32
7 (Times [Power ("x",2); Var "y"], "x") [("x", 3); ("y", 4)] => 24
8 (Times [Const 2; Sum [Var "x"; Var "y"]; Power ("x", 3)], "x") [("x", 2); ("y", 1)] => 88
9 (Times [Sum [Var "x"; Var "y"; Var "z"]; Power ("x", 2); Sum[Times [Const 3; Var "x"]; Var

"z"]], "x") [("x", 2); ("y", 1); ("z", 1)] => 188
10 (Times [Sum [Var "x"; Var "y"; Var "z"]; Power ("x", 2); Sum[Times [Const 3; Var "x"]; Var

"z"]], "y") [("x", 1); ("y", 1); ("z", 1)] => 4

Each of them means an input and output relation. To compare various expressions with the same
semantics, we provide not only an arithmetic expressions and a variable name as input but also
an environment revealing a variable-value mapping. For example, the first test case (Sum [Power
("x", 2); Times [Const 2; Var "x"]; Const 1], "x") [("x", 2)] => 6 represents that
differentiating an expression (Sum [Power ("x", 2); Times [Const 2; Var "x"]; Const 1]
by x and assigning 2 to x is expected to have 6 as an output.
B

QCHECK GENERATOR AND SHRINKER FOR PROBLEM 10

1 let shrink ((ae, x), env) =
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

let open QCheck.Iter in
let rec shrink_ae ae = match ae with
| Const n -> map (fun n' -> Const n') (QCheck.Shrink.int n)
| Var x -> map (fun x' -> Var x') (QCheck.Shrink.int x)
| Power (x, n) ->
map (fun x' -> Power (x', n)) (QCheck.Shrink.int x)
<+> map (fun n' -> Power (x, n')) (QCheck.Shrink.int n)
| Times aes -> map (fun aes' -> Times aes') (QCheck.Shrink.list ~shrink:shrink_ae aes)
| Sum aes -> map (fun aes' -> Sum aes') (QCheck.Shrink.list ~shrink:shrink_ae aes)
in
let rec shrink_env e =
QCheck.Shrink.list ~shrink:(QCheck.Shrink.pair (QCheck.Shrink.int) (QCheck.Shrink.int)) e
in pair (pair (shrink_ae ae) (QCheck.Shrink.int x)) (shrink_env env)
let gen =
let open QCheck.Gen in
let gen_ae = sized (fix (fun recgen n -> match n with
| 0 -> oneof [map (fun n -> Const n) small_int;
map (fun x -> Var n) nat;
map2 (fun x n -> Power (x, n)) nat small_int]
| _ -> frequency [1, map (fun n -> Const n) small_int;
1, map (fun x -> Var n) nat;
1, map2 (fun x n -> Power (x, n)) nat small_int;
1, map (fun aes -> Times aes) (list_size (int_range 0 5) (recgen (n/4)));
1, map (fun aes -> Sum aes) (list_size (int_range 0 5) (recgen (n/4)));]))
in pair (pair gen_ae nat) (list_repeat 5 (pair nat small_int))
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